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Abstract. The paper presents modification of the method dedicated to a complex area decomposition of a set of logic functions whereas the
altered method is dedicated to implement the considered logic circuits within FPGA structures. The authors attempted to reach solutions where
the number of configurable logic blocks and the number of structural layer would be reasonably balanced on the basis of the minimization
principle. The main advantage of the procedure when the decomposition is carried out directly on the BDD diagram is the opportunity of
immediate checking whether the decomposed areas of the diagram do not exceed the resources of logic blocks incorporated into the integrated
circuits that are used for implementation of the logic functions involved.
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1. Introduction

Designing of digital circuits that are later on implemented
within programmable circuits is mostly targeted to pro-
grammable structures of CPLD and FPGA types. Since such
structures comprise a number of identical logic blocks that en-
able realization of very simple logic functions, employment of
decomposition becomes indispensable, whereas the decompo-
sition is understood as subdivision of a complex digital cir-
cuit into a number of submodules that can be fitted one after
another into PLD blocks of CPLD circuits or CLB blocks of
FPGA circuits. The problem becomes extremely crucial in case
if FPGAs are used as such circuits because they are made up
of thousands of identical logic blocks (CLB – Configurable
Logic Blocks). Thus, if the FPGA circuits are used the de-
signing process of a digital circuit involves multiple process
of decomposition that leads eventually to cover the entire and
complex digital circuit by a number of CLB blocks of a FPGA
matrix [1].

2. Decomposition of a multiple output
logic function

In order to present various solutions that can be reached if de-
composition of a set of logic functions (a multiple-output logic
function) is carried out directly on the BDD (BDD – Binary
Decision Diagram) [1,2] let us go through the decomposition
process for the rd84 test function.

Based on the obtained results advantages and disadvan-
tages of various decomposition methods with use of BDD dia-
grams shall be presented.

The test function rd84 [14] has 8 inputs and 4 outputs. The
4-bit output vector represents the binary value corresponding
to the number of “ones” that occur in the 8-bit input vector. The
rd84 function, being expressed in the Berkeley format, com-
prises as many as 256 terms. The BDD for the rd84 function is
shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. The BDD for the rd84 test function

2.1. Simple disjunctive decomposition of BDDs.The most
primary type of the decomposition method (Fig. 2) is so called
simple or trivial decomposition that was defined by Ashenhurst
[3] for the first time and that can be expressed by the following
formula:

F(X) = H(A, G(B))

where:
A ∪ B = X A ∩ B = ®

The simple decomposition is carried out on the ROBDD by
searching for the location where the BDD can be split to sub-
BDDs. However, such a location depends on the structure of
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configurable logic blocks (CLBs) that are used for implemen-
tation of the functions handled. It can be determined by means
of the following definition:

Fig. 2. Schematic outline of the simple Ashenhurst-like decomposi-
tion

DEFINITION 1. After having started analysis of the BDD
from the initial node (the root), the breaking line should be in-
serted beyond as many nodes of the BDD as the number of
inputs for the LUT (Look-up Tables) of CLB blocks exists for
a specific FPGA applied.

Since we can assume that majority of contemporary
FPGA-type logic structures incorporates CLBs where LUTs
have four inputs (circuits from Xilinx of the series Spartan,
Virtex and XC4000) the breaking line of the BDD should be
drawn beyond the fourth row of nodes included into the BDD.
Alternatively, if the internal structure of CLBs in a specific
FPGA enables combining for instance two LUTs into a block
with 5 inputs, the breaking line can be drawn beyond the fifth
row of nodes (the circuits from Xilinx as listed above).

Obviously, the BDD of the rd84 test function cannot be
split by means of the simple decomposition method and the
advanced decomposition must be applied.

2.2. Advanced (non-trivial) decomposition of BDDs.If the
BDD of a logic function is excessively sophisticated and can-
not be implemented within CLBs by means of the simple de-
composition method, the advanced decomposition approach
has to be applied. This is the method that in its simplest embod-
iment can be reduced to subsequent application of the simple
decomposition method (of either serial or parallel type) to the
areas of the BDD that reciprocates the function that is to be
decomposed.

The general scheme of the advanced decomposition
method is outlined in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Schematic outline of the advanced decomposition approach

2.3. Advanced decomposition of the rd84 test function.To
carry out the advanced decomposition of the rd84 test function
directly on the BDD we have to draw that diagram in such a
way that would enable implementation of that diagram within
CLBs (logic blocks) of an FPGA circuit [4–6]. Since the CLBs
has only two outputs we have to draw two diagrams for the two
sets of Boolean functions that correspond to respective pairs of
the outputs of the rd84 test circuit, e.g. Y3,Y2 and Y1,Y0. The
relevant BDDs are presented in Fig. 4. Next, such areas of the
BDDs must be marked off (circled) that are destined for imple-
mentation by means of individual CLBs.

Fig. 4. BDDs for two sets of Boolean functions included into the rd84
test function

Figure 5 precisely explains all the details related to the se-
lected area as well as to encoding the output variables.

Fig. 5. Advanced (non-trivial) decomposition of the rd84 test function

Logic structure of combined CLBs is obtained as a result
of the advanced decomposition of the rd84 test function as pre-
sented in Fig. 5. The eventual structure is outlined in Fig. 6. In
such a case the set of functions (the multiple-output function)
Y1, Y2 subjects to serial decomposition.

The logic structure that has been obtained after the ad-
vanced decomposition of the rd84 test function needs 9 CLBs
and is a 5-layer structure.

In order to define logic functions corresponding to individ-
ual CLB modules the reduced sub-BDDs that are covered by
these CLBs are presented in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 6. Logic structure of the rd84 test function after the advanced
decomposition process

Fig. 7. Sub-BDDs coverable by standard CLBs after advanced decom-
position of the rd84 test function

2.4. Advanced decomposition of the rd84 test function
based on BDD splitting. The idea of splitting a BDD con-
sists in eliminating those branches that link the areas of the
BDD that subject to parallel decomposition [7–9].

Let us to carry out the advanced decomposition of the rd84
test function with splitting the BDD into the left and right parts.
For this purpose we have to modify the diagram for the set
of functions Y3,Y2 as is shown in Fig. 5. Since two linking
branches exist that connect the block G2 with the blocks G3
and G4 we have to proceed in order to eliminate these links,
which is shown in Fig. 8. The BDD for the set of functions
Y1,Y0 remains unaltered and keeps subjecting to serial decom-
position.

Fig. 8. Advanced decomposition of the set of Boolean functions for
the outputs Y3, Y2 of the rd84 test function after having the BDD

split

Fig. 9. The logic structure after the process so advanced decomposi-
tion with splitting the BDD for the Y3 and Y2 outputs
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As a result of such decomposition procedure applied to the
rd84 test function the logic structure as shown in Fig. 9 has
been obtained. As it can be easily noticed the resulting propa-
gation time of the structure has been reduced as the final struc-
ture has only four rows, hence it is faster by 20% in comparison
to the previous layout.

The number of used logic blocks (CLBs) remained virtu-
ally the same and equals to 81/2 CLBs to cover the entire rd84
function.

Similarly to the preceding drawings, Fig. 10 shows sub-
BDDs of logic functions that correspond to individual CLBs

Fig. 10. The sub-BDDs corresponding to single CLBs after the ad-
vanced decomposition process that employs splitting the BDD for the

set of outputs Y3, Y2 of the rd84 test function

2.5. Serial decomposition of the rd84 function.The process
of serial decomposition of the rd84 test function is carried out
on the entire BDD as it is shown in Fig. 1. Figure 11 presents
the process of serial decomposition of the rd84 test function
along with encoding of resulting (output) variables for individ-
ual CLB modules.

Subsequently, Fig. 12 presents the eventual structure of
mutually interconnected CLB modules that has been obtained
after completion of serial decomposition of the rd84 test func-
tion.

As it is show on the diagram, after completion of the serial
decomposition process the logic structure of the rd84 test func-
tion employs only 8 CLB modules and presents a three-layer
hierarchy, thus it is faster than the original one by 40%.

Fig. 11. Serial decomposition of the rd84 test function

Fig. 12. Eventual logic structure after completion of the serial decom-
position of the rd84 test function

Similarly to the previous deliberations let us consider once
again the sub-BDDs that are covered by individual CLB mod-
ules as shown in Fig. 13.

As one can see on the above drawing the sub-BDD for the
G6 module uses only three variables so only a half of a CLB
module is enough for its realization. Thus implementation of
the entire rd84 test function after serial decomposition needs
7.5 of a CLB modules and presents a three-level hierarchy.

In order to explain the rules which govern extraction of the
sub-BDDs that are realized by individual CLBs the subsequent
stages of developing theG1 sub-BDD are shown in Fig. 14
[10].
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Fig. 13. The sub-BDDs that are covered by individual CLB modules after serial decomposition of the rd84 test function

Fig. 14. Subsequent stages of the process of theG1 sub-BDD reduction
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Reduction of theG1 sub-diagram comprises the following
stages:

– Elimination of leaves of the same type
– Clustering the notes that interpret the same information
– Elimination of insignificant nodes

In case of sub-BDDs such asG4 the BDD root is defined as a
result of applying the rules as presented in the papers [6–8].

2.6. Decomposition of the rd84 test function based on
searching for a sub-BDD of a one-bit adder.Since the rd84
test function calculates the number of “ones” in the input vec-
tor it is worth considering realization of that function by means
of one-bit adders.

For that purpose Fig. 15 presents BDDs for an adder and a
half-adder

Fig. 15. The BDDs for an adder and a half-adder

Let us search for the structures like the ones on the drawing
within the BDD of the rd84 test function. The first adder-type
sub-BDD can be spotted at the first sight when the BDD is cut
with a line beyond the third row of nodes and the nodes in the
subsequent row (the forth one) are encoded with natural binary
numbers, which is shown in Fig. 16.

Then the remaining part of the BDD for the rd84 test func-
tion just below the x4 variable should be taken into consider-
ation. In that part the adder-like sub-BDD can also be found,
whereas the other variables can make up the BDDs of half-
adders, which is shown in Fig. 17.

Such a procedure of decomposing the rd84 test function
has led to development of a resulting circuit that converts the
input information into three vectors. Then these three vectors
should be merely added up, which can be executed by means
of adders and half-adders as well in order to achieve the layout
as presented in Fig. 18.

Each of the adders can be implemented within a single
CLB module, so the four-level hierarchy that employs CLBs
is obtained.

Fig. 16. The BDD for the rd84 test function with the adder-type sub-
BDD found

Fig. 17. The sub-diagrams of adders and half-adders disclosed within
the BDD of the rd84 test function

Fig. 18. Structural hierarchy of the rd84 test function after the decom-
position process that employs searching for adders
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2.7. Modification of the decomposition result for the rd84
test function based on searching for a sub-BDD of a one-
bit adder. After more thorough analysis of the diagram that
was developed in the previous paragraph the conclusion can be
made that for some CLBs only a small part of their resources
is used. Hence let us to modify the obtained solution. On the
first step let us avoid using all the input variables straight off
but only the vector of first seven arguments will be involved.
Since the fact that the rd73 test function is actually comprised
by the rd84 function the rd73 test function is virtually obtained,
which is disclosed in Fig. 19.

Fig. 19. Realization of the rd73 test function by means of adders

Now it is enough to take account for the eighth variable by
combining it with the three-bit result in accordance with the
Karnaugh map below and Fig. 20.

Table 1
The Karnaugh map of the rd84 test function being expressed as the

sum of the rd73 function andX8 (rd73 + X8)

Y3 = X8r2r1r0 Y1 = r0(X8 ⊕ r1) + r1r̄0
Y2 = r2 ⊕X8r1r0 Y0 = X8 ⊕ r0

Fig. 20. Modified layout of the rd84 test function after the decompo-
sition process with searching for adders

The eventual solution employs only 6 CLBs but still keeps
on being the four-level hierarchy. Thus let us try to cut down
the propagation time of the resulting logic structure. For that
purpose only the modules G1 and G2 shall be implemented in
unaltered manner. As the G1 and G2 modules have four out-
puts altogether we have to cover five variables, including×7,
by the remaining part of the circuit. It is why three 5-input
CLBs are sufficient to implement the entire rd73 test function
as it is shown in Fig. 21.

Fig. 21. The logic structure of the rd73 test function after modification

Eventually a vary fast solution has been reached that fits
in a two-level hierarchy even though it needs 5 CLB modules.
However the attention should be paid to the sub-BDDs that are
covered by individual CLBs as they are presented in Fig. 22.

The BDDs for the G1 and G2 CLBs have not been shown
on the drawing below as they are exactly the same as in Fig. 17.

As it can be easily seen, the BDD for the H3 block uses
only 3 variables thus it actually uses only a half of the resources
attributable to a CLB module of a FPGA circuit.

Consequently, realization of the rd73 test function needs
only 4.5 of CLB modules instead of 5 ones. When theX8 vari-
able is combined with the rd73 function, similarly to the previ-
ous example, the three-layer hierarchy can be reached for the
rd84 test function although the solution employs 6.5 CLBs,
which is shown in Fig. 23.

The sub-BDDs that are covered by individual CLBs em-
ployed by the above solution are shown in Fig. 24.

Results of decomposition procedures that were carried out
for the rd84 test function directly on the BDD by means of
various methods are presented in Table 2.
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Fig. 22. The sub-BDDs covered by CLB modules after modification of the results from decomposition of the rd73 test function

Table 2
Results of decomposition procedures for the rd84 test function

Decomposition
method

Number
of CLBs
employed

Number
of layers

Reduction of the
propagation time as

compared to the
advanced

decomposition

Advanced
decomposition

9 5 0%

Advanced
decomposition
with splitting

the BDD

8.5 4 20%

Serial
decomposition

71.5 3 40%

Advanced
decomposition
with searching

for adders

7 4 20%

Modified
advanced

decomposition
with

searching for
sub-BDDs of

adders

6 or 6.5 4 or 3 20% or 40%

On the background of the obtained results that are brought
together in Table 2 the following conclusions can be formu-
lated:

– The advanced decomposition leads to relatively poor results.
– The advanced decomposition with splitting the BDD leads

to better results than the advanced decomposition of a
multiple-output logic function.

– The serial decomposition leads to exceptional results in
terms of propagation time achieved. Generally, for unspe-
cific functions, it seems to be the best solution.

– For arithmetical function a preferable solution can be
achieved that employs less number of logic blocks (CLBs)
if the advanced decomposition method with searching for
adders is applied. However, such a hardware solution is fea-
tured by longer propagation time as compared to the serial
decomposition method. The propagation time can be opti-
mized by modification of the method of advanced decom-
position with searching for adders.

Fig. 23. The logic structure of the rd84 test function after modification

3. Conclusions
After having applied the method of decomposition directly on
the BDD to a series of test functions [9] the obtained results
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were compared with other results of logic synthesis as pub-
lished in [11–14] and the result of comparison were brought
together in the Table 3. The gathered information can serve as
a background to state that pretty good results can be achieved
for most circuits by means of the method of serial decomposi-
tion.

For such test functions as rd53, rd73 and rd84 the method
of advanced decomposition with searching for adders quite fre-
quently leads to much better solutions. To improve the qual-
ity of solutions as obtained for the method with searching for
adders one can carry out modification of the eventual result

whereas the applied modification techniques are determined by
the desired objective.

The objective of modification can be specified either unam-
biguously as minimization of the hardware (number of CLB
modules) or reducing the number of hierarchic layers (prop-
agation time) or sometimes a compromise between the both
strategies can be reached. In many cases the detailed and thor-
ough analysis of logic functions covered by individual CLB
modules makes it possible to improve optimization of the final
logic circuit.

Fig. 24. The sub-BDDs covered by the CLBs after modification of decomposition results for the rd84 test function

Table 3
Results of experiments (number of CLBs /number of layers)

Decomposition tools
Test function

5xp1 9sym Bw F51m Misex1 Rd73 Rd84 Root Sao2 Z4
ALTO 19/2 7/3 15/3 14/3 8/2 13/3 37/5 5/2
ASYL 13/4 8/3 27/6 14/6 13/2 8/4 14/4 30/3 4/2
Chortle 20/3 41/5 14/2 41/4
Demain 9/2 5/3 10/2 8/2 5/2 7/2 16/3 18/3 4/2
Mispga 17/3 7/3 27/1 11/4 9/3 7/3 12/3 28/5 4/2
TRADE 11/2 6/3 27/1 9/3 14/2 5/2 8/3 21/3 27/3 4/2
Decomp 11/2 5/3 26/1 10/3 10/3 5/2 7/3 19/3 20/5 4/2
The best result as was
achieved by means of
the methods presented
in this paper

18/2 7/3 27/1 18/3 11/2 4/3 6/4 21/3 23/4 4/2
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